Precision Securities, LLC
Business Continuity Plan
Precision Securities, LLC has developed a Business Continuity Plan on how we will respond to events that significantly
disrupt our business. Since the timing and impact of disasters and disruptions is unpredictable, we will have to be flexible
in responding to actual events as they occur. With that in mind, we are providing you with this information on our business
continuity plan.
Contacting Us – If after a significant business disruption you cannot contact us as you usually do at 858-673-6653, you
should call our alternative number 858-449-7342. If you cannot access us through either of those means, you should contact
one of our clearing firms (based on where your account is held) as listed below, for instructions on how it may provide
prompt access to funds and securities, execute orders and process other trade-related, cash, and security transfer
transactions for your customer.
Our Business Continuity Plan – We plan to quickly recover and resume business operations after a significant business
disruption and respond by safeguarding our employees and property, making a financial and operational assessment,
protecting the firm’s books and records, and allowing our customers to transact business. In short, our business continuity
plan is designed to permit our firm to resume operations as quickly as possible, given the scope and severity of the
significant business disruption. Our business continuity plan addresses: data back-up and recovery; all mission critical
systems; financial and operational assessments; alternative communications with customers, employees, and regulators;
alternate physical location of employees; critical supplier, contractor, bank and counter-party impact; regulatory reporting;
and assuring our customers prompt access to their funds and securities if we are unable to continue our business.
Our clearing firms have the ability for real time back up capability of our important records in a geographically separate
area. While every emergency situation poses unique problems based on external factors, such as time of day and the
severity of the disruption, we have been advised by our clearing firm that its objective is to restore its own operations and
be able to complete existing transactions and accept new transactions and payments as they occur. Your orders and requests
for funds and securities could be delayed during this period.
Varying Disruptions – Significant business disruptions can vary in their scope, such as only our firm, a single building
housing our firm, the business district where our firm is located, the city where we are located, or the whole region. Within
each of these areas, the severity of the disruption can also vary from minimal to severe. In a disruption to only our firm or a
building housing our firm, we will transfer our operations to a local site when needed and expect to recover and resume
business within 2 hours.
In a disruption affecting our business district, city, or region, we will transfer our operations to a site outside of the affected
area, and recover and resume business within 1 business day. If the significant business disruption is so severe that it
prevents us from remaining in business, we will assure our customer’s prompt access to their funds and securities.
If the Securities Investor Protection (SIPC) determines that we are unable to meet our obligations to our customers or if our
liabilities exceed our assets in violation of Securities Exchange Act Rule 15c3-1, SIPC may seek to appoint a trustee to
disburse our assets to customers. We will assist the appointed trustee by providing our books and records identifying
customer accounts subject to SIPC regulation.
Contacts
Securities Investor Protection Services
805 15th Street, NW, Suite 800
Washington DC 20005-2207
202-371-8300
www.sipc.org

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China
Financial Services (ICBKFS)
1633 Broadway, 28th Floor
New York, NY 10019
212-235-0624

Wedbush Securities Inc
Corporate Headquarters
1000 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90017
213-688-8000

Electronic Transaction Clearing Inc
660 South Figueroa St, Suite 1450
Los Angeles, CA 90017
213-402-1570 Main Office
Vision Financial Markets LLC
4 High Ridge Park, Suite 100
Stamford, CT 06905
203-388-2714

For more information – Should you have any questions concerning our business continuity plan, you may submit a
written request for additional information to our Customer Service Department at located at 16885 Via Del Campo Ct.,
Suite 120, San Diego, CA 92127.
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Precision Securities, LLC
SIPC Statement
As a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC), funds are available to meet
customer claims up to a ceiling of $500,000, including a maximum of $250,000 for cash claims. For
additional information regarding SIPC coverage, including a brochure, please contact SIPC at (202) 3718300 or visit www.sipc.org.
Or you may contact SIPC direct at:
Securities Investor Protection Corporation
805 15th Street, N.W. Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20005-2215
Email: asksipc@sipc.org
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Precision Securities, LLC
SEC RULE 606 Reporting Disclosure

SEC Rule 606
Disclosure of SEC-Required Order Routing Information
Precision Securities, LLC has prepared a report pursuant to a U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission rule
requiring all brokerage firms to make publicly available quarterly reports on their order routing practices. The
report provides information on the routing of “non-directed orders” — any order that the customer has not
specifically instructed to be routed to a particular venue for execution. For these non-directed orders, Precision
Securities, LLC has selected the execution venue on behalf of its customers.
The report is divided into four sections: one for securities listed on the New York Stock exchange, one for
securities listed on The NASDAQ Stock Market, one for securities listed on the American Stock Exchange or
regional exchanges, and one for exchange-listed options. For each section, this report identifies the venues most
often selected by Precision Securities, LLC, sets forth the percentage of various types of orders routed to the
venues, discusses the material aspects of the Precision Securities, LLC relationship with the venues and is
available at www.precsecurities.com.
Should you have any additional questions concerning order routing, you may submit a written request for
additional information to our Customer Service Department located at 16685 Via Del Campo Ct., Suite 120, San
Diego 92127.
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Precision Securities LLC
IPO RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This Risk Disclosure statement contains a brief summary of certain risk factors involved in investing in new issue Securities. It is not
meant to be all inclusive, but rather highlights some of the more significant factors and special risks relating to initial public offerings
(IPOs) and other public offerings generally. For a description of the business, operations, and financial condition of an issuer, and the
particular risks arising from an investment in the issuer’s securities, you should obtain and carefully read the prospectus prepared by
the issuer before making any investment. The information contained herein is not intended as discussion of the merits of a particular
offering or investment strategy and should not be construed as a recommendation by Precision Securities to purchase any specific
security. You must perform your own evaluation of whether investing in new issue securities generally or purchasing securities in a
particular offering is consistent with your investment objectives, risk tolerance, and financial situation.
There are a variety of risk factors typically associated with investing in new issue securities, any one of which may have a material and
adverse effect on the price of the issuer’s common stock. These include the following:
Issuer’s Lack of Operating History
An issuer that engages in an IPO or other public offering may be in the early stages of development with a history of little or no
revenues and may operate at a loss following the offering. Such issuers are typically subject to the difficulties, uncertainties, and risks
associated with the establishment of a new business such as manufacturing capability, limited product lines, lack of marketing
expertise, the existence of more experienced or better capitalized competition, and reliance on a few large suppliers or customers.
No Prior Market for Common Stock; Determination of Offering Price; Potential Volatility. Prior to an IP, there is generally no public
market for an issuer’s common stock and there can be no assurance that an active trading market will develop or sustained following
the IPO. The offering price of securities issued in a new issue offering is typically determined by negotiation between the issuer and its
underwriters based on factors such as the history of, and prospects for, the issuer’s business and the industry in which it competes, an
assessment of the issuer’s management, past and present operations, prevailing market and economic conditions, and any other
factors deemed relevant. Following the IPO, the market price for the securities may be subject to significant fluctuations in response
to numerous factors such as lack of liquidity, general market volatility, and other factors such as lack of liquidity, general market
volatility, and other factors unrelated to the operating performance of the issuer.
Additional Financing
An issuer that operates at a loss or with limited cash flow following an IPO will generally be required to secure additional financing in
order to fund its operation. If the issuer decides to issue additional equity securities, it is possible that their issuance will result in
dilution of the interests of existing shareholders, including those who purchased in the IPO. To the extent that the issuer incurs
indebtedness, the issuer will be subject to certain risks including interest rate fluctuations and inability to generate sufficient cash flow
to make scheduled payments. In addition, indebtedness generally ranks prior to the common stock of an issuer for purposes of
distributing the issuer’s assets in the event of bankruptcy. There is also the possibility that the issuer will be unable to locate financing
on satisfactory terms or may be required to significantly curtail its operations.

Dependence on Key Personnel
An issuer is often highly dependent on the services of key technical and management personnel and loss of their services could have a
material adverse effect on the issuer’s business or operations.
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Proprietary Rights and Licenses
Because many issuers depend on proprietary and/or licensed technology in their operations, their success is therefore closely related
to their ability to obtain and enforce intellectual property protection for such technology. There exists the possibility that certain
patents would not be sufficiently broad to protect key aspects of the issuer’s or its licenser’s technology, so that competitors would be
able to duplicate the issuer’s products or that patent laws would not provide effective legal or injunctive remedies to prevent
infringement. Patents are also frequently challenged, invalidated, or circumvented by competitors; litigation of patent or infringement
claims may result in substantial cost and diversion of resources.
Business Expansion
Rapid and substantial demand for products may lead to delays in filing orders and meeting delivery schedules. Such delays, if
recurring, can increase the risk that customers will cancel orders and seek to meet all or a portion of their needs from the issuer’s
competitors. To the extent that the issuer seeks to expand to meet demand, the costs of doing so may be underestimated.
Dependence on Key Suppliers
Some issuers rely significantly on a limited group of suppliers to obtain product components or materials. If an issuer is unable to
obtain sufficient quantities or such components or materials fail to meet specifications, delays or reductions in shipments may result.
Dependence on Limited Number of Customers
An issuer’s primary customer base may be limited to a small number of customers, loss of any one of which could have a material
adverse effect on the issuer’s business and financial condition.
Competition
Most issuers experience significant competition in their product lines from other companies, including larger companies which have
access to greater financial, technical, and other resources. It may be difficult for an issuer to continue to make investments necessary
to maintain its competitive position.
Rapid Technological Change
Issuers which produce products or engage in manufacturing techniques are subject to technological changes and are susceptible to the
risk that future technologies will render those products or technologies obsolete. Such issuers may be unable to develop or introduce
new products or enhancements to existing products and processes in a timely manner to achieve market acceptance or satisfy
customer needs.
Should you require additional information or if you have any questions please contact Precision Securities LLC at 858-673-6653.
IPO Pricing and Trading Practices
Paragraph (d)(4) of FINRA Rule 5131 prohibits member firms from accepting any market order for the purchase of shares of a new
issue in the secondary market prior to the commencement of trading of such shares in the secondary market. As a firm, Precision will
only accept buy orders with a specified limit on new issues prior to the opening print. It is understood that in the treatment of “not
held” orders, whereby the trader responsible practices discretion on price and time of execution, market buy orders will only be sent
to the market after the commencement of trading of new issues.
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